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rgAssignment of Land to Christopher Choate [1642]
August 1681

 By vertue of a wart granted to Coll Thomas Tailor of Ann Arrundell County for One
 Thousand Acres of land bearing date the thirtieth day of April One Thousand Six
 Hundred Eighty One which said wart was assigned by the said Tailor unto Henry 
 Horsley of the said County by the said Horsley Eleven acres wart thereof was
 assigned to Christopher Chootes of the said County as appears these ever therefore in
 humble maner to certifie that I George Yale deputy Sur under Vincent Lowe Esq Sur
 Genl have laid out for the said Choote a parcell of land called Chootes his Chance lying
 in the said County on the South Side of Magaty River begining at a bounded red oak
 standing on a point called Litte piney creek point and turning for length West South
 West with the line of the land called litte piney Neck One hundred perches to a bounded
 red Oak standing at the head of a creek called litte piney neck creek and bounding on
 the said Creek fifty five perches to a bounded Cedar standing at the mouth of the said
 Creek then bounding on the said River to the first bounded Tree Containing enow laid
 out for Eleven Acres of land more or less to be held of the Mannor of Ann Arrundell
                 Puie Geo. Yale Dty Surveyor

Source: Maryland Hall of Records, Land Office, Patent Records, S11-2S, Liber 21, folio 352, 
Folder 1679-1683, Location 1/23/1/26

The English standardized the rod (16.5 feet) in 1607 as one quarter of a chain (66 feet). The term perch and rod 
are sometimes interchangeable.
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rgWhere was "Choates His Chance"?

 Christopher's land is described as being on the south side of the Magothy River. Its exact location is not known.

 "Choates His Chance" as described is a triangular plot. It  begins at a bounded tree standing on a "point" (typically 
a long thin area of land extending out  into the water). It  runs 100 perch (1,650 ft) West  South West (WSW), then 55 
perches (907.5 ft) up/down to the head of a creek and then back to the starting point. Making up 11 acres (479,160 sq. ft). 

 The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has developed declination maps which show 
Maryland in 1680 to be about  minus five degrees (-5°) from true north (Historic Declination Map -- Epoch 1680 Main 
Field: Declination at  ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/Historic_UFM_maps/). This declination means that a the WSW 
compass reading (257.5°) stated in the survey is actually tilted counter-clockwise (~252.5°) when represented on a Map 
with true north orientation. Hence the long leg of the triangle is at  about  ~252.5° plus or minus the ~11.25° that  would 
shift a compass reading to West or South West (red dotted lines).

The above description and declination allows us to create 
two rough approximation of the configuration and four 
orientation of "Choates His Chance". Given two legs of 
the triangle (i.e., 1,650 and 908 feet) and the area the third 
leg can be calculated as 1,116 feet  with the corresponding 
angles 40°, 113°, and 27° if the creek cuts ESE back along 
the shoreline or 2,418 feet with the corresponding angles 
140°, 26°, and 14° if the creek is obtuse, SSE, to the 
shoreline. Flipping the two images shown around a 
horizontal line provides the other two orientations.

 Overlaying these land shapes on a map of the Magothy River allows one to speculate where "Choates His 
Chance" was located. A first guess would be Ulmstead Point  at the end of Forked Creek. It has the approximate shape and 
orientation with a small creek running nearby. Other location may fit and more research is needed.
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